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Section!

:NTRODUCTiON

Prior to the launching of a Space Shuttle Orbiter reticle, a ferrying operation

across the southern states may be carried out to move the Orbiter from assembly

site to launch point or from landing point to assembly site. The proposed

. route of this operation (Figure I) has seven terminals and a like number of

al-ernates for route segments averaging about 356 miles. The terminals are

subject to certain landzng and takeoff constraints and the route segments are

subject to altitude and head%ind constraints. The objective of th_s study is to

find the distribution in time of flight duration between Edwards AFB and

Kennedy Spaceflight Center (_C) under these constraints, using meteorologlcal

data for the four mldseasonal months of January., April, July, and October.

To determine this dlstrlbutJon, two distinct statistical techniques have

been used. The first is a Markov chain process and the second is a Monte Carlo

method. A certain ferry configuration, a vehlcl_ cruising speed of 250 knots, and

some environmental constraints have been set for thls particular problem. However,

the two statistical methyls are entirely applicable to other ferry configurations

and other operational values of the variables pertaining to speed limitations and

environmental requirements.

To the best of the authors' knowledge, there is no previous work which is

directly applicable to this topic. However, the Markov chain theory has been used

by Brodle [1] in solving the similar problem of findlng the probability of success

of a space mission. A large amount of work has been done on model slmulat ion with

the Monte Carlo method (e.g., Schrelder [2]).

The study is divided into seven sections. The Markov chain theo_, is

presented in Section II, with application to the simulation of Orbiter ferry

flights. The flights are subject to certain persistence effects, so the Markov

• t' procedure is outlined for _eteorological data which contain persistence as well

as for data which are free of persistence.
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Section Ill presents an adaptation of the Monte Carlo theory to the

p_oblum at Imnd, again treating the procedure for data containing persistence

effects separately from persistence-free data.

Section IV deals with the transition probabilities of Narkov chain theory.

After discussing the theoretical aspects of this topic, the application to ferry

simulation is made by quantifying the Shuttle Orbiter ferry requirements. These

constraints are related to hydrometeors, ceiling, visibility, Infllght headwinds,

and runway density. The effects of pezslstence in erulse he_dwlnds and in

hydrometeors, or inclement weather, are also evaluated.

Section V presents a number of distributions of flight duration ,mder

various assumptions, using both the Narkov chain _nd Monte Carlo procedures.

The degree of sensitivity of the results to changes in the cruise headwiuds

requirements and ceillng/visibility constraints is also tested, and the

outcome when there is mutual dependence among the hydrometeors and the ceiling/

visibility constraint is investigated to give an optlmlstlc, limiting assessment.

Finally, the conclusions of this investigation are presented in Section Vl,

the references are sbol,_ in Section Vll.
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Sectionil

MARKOVCHNNTHEORY

Two applicatlons of _rkovChaln theory wllL be considered. The first

case excludes the persistence of unfavorable conditions. The second case

includes such effects. Th.et_ cases are presented in subsections 2.1 and 2.2,

respectively. In subsection 2.3, t_.e effect of additional independent delays is

investigated.

2.1 MARKOVTHEORY_THOUT PERSISTENCE EFFECTS

Narkov theory _eals with processes in which the probability of obtaining

a particular state in the nth trial depends only upon the state preceding the

trial. To illustrate, the probablllty of obtaining a chain of events Eo, El, ...

En can be written as P(_o' E1.... E ) = P(_o ) P(E1/E o) ... P(En/E n 1)- Here

P(Eo) is the probability of being in the initial state Eo. P(EIIEo) is the

conditional probablllty of passing from state E° to EI in the first trlal.

In the simplest Shuttle ferrying case, the possible states can be assumed
t

, to be

I
a21

z= " I = [al],i= i, 2, ...,7 (Z)

, I
aTJ

where a 1 is the initial alrport_ a 2 is the termtnaZ for the ftzst leg, etc.

(see ¥tgu_e 1), and a 7 i8 the final dest_mtion. Taking initially the case

°'" " where all flights begin at the same atzport, then P(E o) becomes

I P(a2) 0 !

p(Zo) = , [zt]. = . = , i= 1, 2, ... 7 (2)

i L'(',)
where [It] iS eq_Lvalent to P(Eo).

3
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The term P(En/En_I) is the conditional probablllty of going from state En_ 1
to state E in the ntb trial. Tht_ can be written as the matrix of transition

n

probabilities,

TI, 1 TI_ 2 0 0 0 0 0

0 T2,2 T2, 3 0 0 0 0

0 0 T3, 3 T3, 4 0 0 0

P(EnlEn_1) = 0 0 0 r4, 4 T4, 5 0 0 (3)

0 0 0 0 T5, 5 T5, 6 0

0 0 0 0 0 T6, 6 T6, 7
0 0 0 0 0 0 1

= [Tt,j], i - 1, 2 .... , 7, J = 1, 2 ..... 7

Here, TT, 7 is set equal to l because state a 7 is the absorbing state, or final
destination. The zeroes represmt the transition probabilities for nonadjacent

airports; all flights operate between adjacent airports.

If pecststence effects are excluded, then the states E (or a i) refer to the

airports along the route Ai (Figure 2a). Each trial is cor:idered to require balf

a day. The transition probability, Ti �€�givesthe probability of leaving airport

Aiand reaching the next airport+ At during the half-day trial period. The
transition probabilities for moraing trials are different from those for

afternoon trials.

In Figure 2a the initial state a1 is shown at 1 (A.M.). This :an be assumed

to be N identical aircraft at the first airport ready for the first _orning trial.

A f_actton T1, 2 of N will be successful and proceed as shown In Figure 2a to

• ? _ point a2, the second airport, at 1 (P.M.), ready for the afternoon trial. The

_''."i, remainder N(I-TI,2) _ N TI,l will be unst_cessf'ul-_n_remain at aI at i (P.M.)

"" ' I ready for the afternoon trial.

After the afternoon trial, there is a probability T2, 3 of the aircraft at

airport a2movlng to alrporta3at 2 (A.M.).

The probability of reaching state_, which is the final destination after

, a given number of trials, is the reattltbet_g_ught. The probability of attaining

state a 7 after the first evant is

4
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7

P(I/a 7) = Ii'l'i, 7 = 0 (4a)i-:1

after 2 events,

= r T (2)

P(2/a7) = ]_I_" Ii j I TI,] T], i=l"li 1,7 = 0 (4b)

The probabillty of reaching the final airport after n half-days is

7 7 7 7
P(nla7) = L T "'" _ II "'" T = _ Ii Ti,7(n) (4C)ifz._=l m:i Ti'] T]'k m,7 J=l

where
7

(2) ,-
Tt, 7 = L Ti, j Tj, 7 (5a)

]=1
7 7

o) ! I (Sb)Tt,7 = TI,j Tj,k Yk,7
' j=l k=l

(n) 7 7
Tt, 7 " [ "'" _ Tt, j Tj, k -*" T 7 (5c)

J=l m=l

Since all aircraft are at the first airport initially, Eqs. (5) becomes
7 7

P(n/a 7) = _ --- _ (1)Zl, j Tj, k -'- T 7 = TI,7 (n) (6)_=I n=l
.t

Thls matrix multlpllcatlon can be carried out dlrectly.

t

" St = _. P(n/aT) (7)nffi0
is also of interest. It gives the probability of reaching the final airport

on or before the t th trial.

2.2 MARKOVTHEORY_TH FgR$1$TKE EFFECTS

In thls section, the ten "persistence" signifies the effect of JnfawJrable

conditions of the previous trial on the transition probabilities of the next

trial. Such conditions signify that the previous trial was a "No gn" outcome.

Persistence is taken into account by redeflnln& the Narkov states as

5

i
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aI

a2

E = " (8)

.

a
m

where aI now refers to being located at the initial airport under previously

favorable coedltlons; AI(F) a2 now refers to being located at the initial mlrport

under previous.y unfavorable conditions: AI(U) a3 refers to being located at the

next airport with previous conditions favorable; A2 (F) a4 is similar to a3 but with

previous conditions unfavorable, A2 (U) and so forth. Then as in Eq. (2), takin8

initlally the cases where all flights begin at the same initial airport, P(Eo) is
redefined as

P(al) -_ P(F)"

P(a 2) P(U)

P(a 3) 0

P(Eo) = P(a 4) = 0 = [Ii] (9)I.

where P(F) is the probabillty of the previous weather being favorable while

P(U) is the probability of the previous weather being unfavorable.

As before, the N Identical aircraft are started at airport i. However,

this time a certain fraction P(F) have previously favorable weather and are in

state a I, while the other fraction P(U) - I - P(F) are considered to have

: previously unfavorable weather and are in stste a2 (Figure 2b).

The transition probability TI, 3 in Figure 2b gives the fraction of aircraft

at the first airport with favorable previous weather a I at i (A,M.) that

successfully reach the second alrpo_, or state a 3, at I (P.M.) after the first

morningtrtal. TI, 2 gives the othertmseccessful fractlonwhich resminat the

first airport but nowvlth the previous weather unfavorable (e.g., state a 2)

at 1 (P.M.) after the moxming trial.

6

#
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Similarly, thc teunsltion probability T2, 3 in Figure 2b gives the fraction

of aircraft at the first airport with unfavorabl,, previous wca'- " state "*2

at I (A.M.), that successfully reachL's till'second airport, or -rate a 3 ". I (P.M.),

after the morning trial a- gives tile unsuccessful fraction whicl, remain at
• "2,2

the first airport in state a 2 at 1 (P.D!.) at:er tlxe first trial.

The probabil ity of r,.aciting the final destination tn n trials is now given

by

13 13 13 13

- .. -- . (n) (10a)
P(n/a13) ..... L I i Ti, j " Ta,13 = ii _t,13

t_l |=1 n=l i=I

The cumulative distribution is now given, as in Eq. (9), by

t

S t = _ p(n/al3) (lOb)
n=O

2.3 ADDITION&L IHDEPENDEHT DELAYS

" During the flights, there will be occasions when an independent, additional

' delay beyond the previously calculated delays may occur, For instance a large

scale weather formation may extend the overall flight time. The probability of

an additional delay of d days of a flight can be written as Pd" Then the

probability Pd(t) of reaching the destination in t days can be written as
|

.s° t

t Pd(t)- p(t)[1- _ pd ] + _ Pd P(t-d) (11)

,[ d=l dffil

'" i where P(t) is the probability of completing the trip in t days without the

• _! _ independent additional delay and P(t-d) is the probability of completing the

_ trip in t-d days without such a delay.

The cumulative distribution as in Eq. 7 will now become

I t
i Sd,t = _ Pd(n) (12)
: :'-0

!

, ?

i
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SectionIII

MONTECARLOTHEORY

In this section the Honte Carlo analysis is discussed. Subsection 3.1 ts

the case without persistence effects while subsection 3.2 extends the analysis

to include the effects of persistence.

3.1 MONTECARLO THEORYWITHOUT PERSISTENCEEFFECTS

_)del sampling can be u_¢d to evaluate the probable number of days needed

to reach the final destination. The simulated aircraft is sta-'ted at the initial

airport and its new location is calculated after thp first event by the transition

probability, Ti, ] where T1,1 + Ti, 2 = 1. As before, the t_o subscripts indicate
the airports of origin and of termination, respectively, a random number ek=ch

is unlformly distributed betveen 0 and 1 is g_nerated. If it Is less than TI,2,

the simulated aircraft is moved to the next airport. Othe_Ise, the aircraft

is held at Its present location. Its new position is calcu,latedslmilarly for

the next event. This process Is continued tmtll the slmulated aircraft reaches

the final airport aftt r t even _. It Is then scored In the t-category. This

process is then repeated for N sauples. The probablllty of reaching the final

destlr._tlon after t trlals can then be estimated by

P(t/a 7) : nt/g, (13)

vhere n Is the number of simulations that reach the final destination In tt
trials, and g is the total number of simulations.

b

: ! The 95-percent confidence ltmtts .n nt/li , 6, are given by Schreider [2] as

latin - P(tla7)] - 6 < 1.96 _P(t/a7)(1 - P(tla7)/N - 1.96 o (14)
v

This expression can be evaluated directly as before.

3.2 MONTECARLO THEORYWITH PERSISTENCEEFFECTS

The Monte Carlo procedure can be sxxltfted, as vas the Markov chaln method, to

include the effects of persistence. If P(¥) is the prohablltty of favorable

• 8
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conditiotl'_ _,n n ._.fw,:i d,'ly: the .qimulat_..d ;:ira-raft i-'- • trtt.d at :hL. in'.': i,ll airpc.,'t

by pi,zkiag a r._ndom number u._iformly di.,tril,ut,..l i,, t_,'L,q: _ and I a,ld , _."li_irin_; it

with P(F). If the cat,dora number is less tl,an P(F), then the previous weatl:,-r i._

considered favornble; oth_.r_-i.qe, iL is c-ons!der_d unfaw,rabl_. _t the p_L.vi_,_s

weather is iavord',le,_t,'Jis usl,d in the"llt,:Ittri_l; if not, _2,'iJs us_-d. As
discussed previou:_ly,this pro¢-_dur_"is continued t_-find

p(t/,i13) nt/N (15)

|
- !

i I

9
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SectionIV

TRANSITIONPROBABILITIES

In this section, the transition probal .]ties used in the analysis are

I discussed, in subsection 4.1, the theoretical aspects are considered, first

excluding persistence and then including this factor in the discussion. In

subsection 6.2, the Shuttle Orbiter Ferry requLrement_ are quantified with

p_rslstence effects excluded, in subsection 4.3, the persistence effects are

then added.

4.1 THEORETICAL ASPECTS

4.1.1 Theoretical Aspects Without Persistence

Consider a .number of factors called _, 4' "*" Ai" If any of these events

occur, the aircraft will not proceed. The probablllty of events _ oz _ or ...

: or A. occurring is given by
I

p(_orA2or...orAi)--_ P(^?-[ p(_)
_=1 J,k (16)

J_k
+ _ p(^j_ A)- ... ol-

j ,k,m ffi Ti'l Ti'J
j_k_m

if Ai and Aj are mutually excluslve, then

P(AtAj) = P(A l) P(Aj/A t) = 0 (lZa)t

, . If Ai and Aj are _taependent events, then

":_ P(AiAj) - P(Ai) P(AjlA i) - P(Ai) P(Aj) (lTb).._o

, If Ai and Aj are Incluslve, so that whenever Ai occurs Aj mast occur,

P(AiAj) = P(Aj/At) P(At) ,, P(At) (17c)

i' These relationships v111 be used to evaluate the overall transltlon prob-

abilities for the various operatlnnai constraints.

I0
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4.1.2 Theoretic.I Asi,,ectsWith Persistence

........... " " A if auv of theseConsider a_ be/u,,-a n_mb-.r"-__._.._-,:r,_.%, o,.._....
K

events occur, the trial '.'ill be mtfavorable. :-;,, th_,r

Vt = (A1 or A,..cr "'')c (18)

The probabil£ty of unfavorable w,:arherin the present trial, given tlmt tile

previous trial was unfavorable, is

P(UtlU__I) = P[[Aj or A2 or ...]_/L't_I]

j#k

,. _- _ P[(Ai)t/Ut_1] - : P((A_,Ak)t/Ut_i] +i j,k
(19)

+ r p(%Ak,N)/._t]_
j ,k,m t

= T2 or T4 or ...: • ,2 ,4

These quantities define the persistence factors desired in the calculation.

If A_ is independent of the previous unfavorable weather, then

P[(A_)t/Ut_11 = P(A]) (20)

It can be seen that

P[FtlUt_l] = 1 - P[Ut/Ut_I] = Z2,3 or T4,5 (21)

whlch Is the probablllty of a "Go", or favorable weather on the present trial,

Ft, given the previous trial was unfavorable, Or_ I.

As givun In Reference [3],

i. P[ul P[Ftlut_ll

i P[FtlFt_ 1] - 1 [1 - P(U)] = T1, 3 or T3, 5 or ... (22)

t
i 11
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From this result,

P[Ut/Ft_I] = i - P[Ft/Ft_I] = TI,2 oL T3,4 or ... (23)

4.2 ¢I_LIANTIFICATIONOF SltUTTLE ORBITER FERRY REQUIREMENTS

The takeoff, landing, and inflJght constraints specified for this study

include: (i) operation under visual flight rules with no icing; (2) acceptable

ceiling and visibility at the point of origin and the destination upon landing or

taking off; (3) tolerable inflight headwinds; mid (6) acceptable runway

atmospheric density for takeoff. The first three of these constraints are

somewhat interrelated, as is indicated in the Venn diagrams for eastbound and

westbound flights (Figure 3). The _ount of interaction displayed in the

diagrams is merely figurative. The symbols are explained in subsections 4.2.1 to

4.2.4.

To quantify the constraints, certain meteorological variables observed at

the seven air bases were selected and their monthly su.-aarles [4] were obtained

over as long a period of record as possible. In general, the period of record

exceeds 20 years. The meteorological variables which enter into the computation

of transitional probability are listed in Table 4-I with their specified con-

straining values in some cases. The effects of possible long-term weather trends

were not considered becsuse of insufficient data.

• Table 4-1. SURRARYOFTHEMETEOROLOGICALVARIABLESUNDERFOURCATEGORIES
OFCONSTRAINTS,WITHAN INDICATIONOFTHECONSTRAININGVALUES

L

CATEGORY VARIABLE CONSTRAINT

1 Thunderstorm Nooperation
- _In and/or drlzzle Nooperation
< . : Freeztn9 Path Nooperation

• _ Snow_n,:Sor sleet Nooperatlon

"" 2 Cetl|ncjtvtstb111ty >lOGOfeet/3 mtles
3 Itead_nds Haxfwumwtndveloctty

4 Runleky denstty Runway temperature < 103°F

, 4.ZI C_sl.si_ts Relinedto H,/_te(ms

i_ , The variables under exclusive in the thatCategoz'y (1) are mutually eanse

only one can be reported as "Present Weather # at a particular hour. Therefore,

i 12
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the percentage frequency ol occurren,:e oi the f_ur v_,rJables in tuls category are

simply added to form a hydrometeor _roup tailed "B" in tz._ venn did_r_ms. The_e

data are in the form of monthly sun.aries f_r each of eight 3-hour periods per

day.

4.2.2 CcmsWai_s Re[a_ed to Ceiling ond Ylslb_|ily

The variables under Category _,2) are rt_ported Jointly in the monthly

sun.aries as tlm "percentage freeuency t_fjt,int occurrence". The probabJllty

of C/V for "No Go" due to this eo_straint was similarly taken from the monthly

summaries. Thus the two most important parameters, ceiling and visibility, are

conveniently combined in the avallabie statistivs. They are indicated as C/V

in the Venn diagrams.

4.2.3CeRs_i_$ RelatedtoInfliCtHeQdwi_$

The variable under Category (3) is taken into account by the use of

equivalent headwlnd data supplied by the National Climatic Center, IqOAA,

Asheville, l_.C. These data give the mean and standard deviation o£ the

equivalent headwind for each of the six legs (Figure l) and for each month.

The 300-mb, 500-mb, and 700-mb levels are provided.

To arrive at a transition probability for ileadwlnds,a flight altitude

Of 3000 meters was selected for all legs except the westernmost leg between

Edwards _ and Tuscan. The latter segment was evaluated at 4600 meters. The

: specified constraints at these two levels are 9 meters per second and 14 meters

,, per s-_cond, respectively, For eastbound flights, a map inspection of several

'_i" years' upper air charts showed that the probability of encountering headwindsgreater than these magnitudes is negligible in all seasons, For westbound

} . flights, a Gausslan distribution of equivalent headwlnd values for the given

mean and variance is assumed, and the transition probability was calculated from

standard tables. The headwlnds parameter is called '_' in the Venn diagrams.

: 4.2.4 _ns_tuts Relatedto Rumor Density

i The variable under Category (4) has probability values which are obtained

from the percentage frequency of occurrence of temperature exceeding 100°F

|" at the Instrument shelter. This constraining value is believed to be a

13
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conservative approximation to a corresponding "No Go" condition over the runway

(currently assumed to be a runway temperature exceeding I030F (see Table 4-1)).

This variable is called "_' in the Venn diagrams.

4.2.5 TransitionFrobob;lityV.lues

The transition probabilities corresponding to the four Categories are com-

bined by the use of Eq. 16 (assuming terms beyond the second to be negligible)

and Eq. 17b, yielding a set of values for each leg, for both eastbound and west-

bound flights, for each of four midseasonal months (January, April, July, and

October). These values, which are equivalent to Ti, i, are given in Table 4-2.
For example, the value .0_7 which appears opposite i000 hours under leg A is

the probability of "No Got' in the morning from Edwards AFB to Tuscon in January.

4.3 IHCLUSIONOF PERSISTEI4CEEFFECTS

The principal causes of delay due to persistence are found in (1) the

w_nds at cruising levels and (2) quasi-statlonary or slowly moving systems

breeding inclement operational weather over route segments and terminals. The

first effect influences westbound flights because easterly winds are negligible;

: the second effect retards eastbotmd flights more than westbound flights because

the too+ion of the synoptic systems are baslcally eastward and a flight usually

cannot penetrate the system as it moves along its flight path. The essential

information for counting consecutive days of delay, or "runs", was gleaned froms

an examination of eight years of Daily Weather Maps of the ESSA and NOAAorgani-

" zations [5,6] subsequent to 1964. These Maps contain the surface and 500-rob

char_.s,and prior to 1969 they include a second surface map spaced 12 hours from

the real chart.

• 4.3.1 JnflightHeoclwindPersistence

Headwind persistence was evaluated by noting the runs in which the opposing

component of the wind at 500 mb was 40 kt or more. It is believed that this wlnd

intensity at 500 mb usually indicates marginal conditions at lower cruising

levels when the assigned constraints are observed. Three sectors consisting of

two legs apiece were set up for the counting process. The result for each :

midseasonal month is given in Table 4-3.

t :
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Table 4-2. TRANSITIONPROBABILITIES,Ti,i FOR EACH LEG OF EASTBOUND
AND WESTBOUNDFzIGHTSIN EACHOF FOUR HIDSEASONALMONTHS.
THE EASTBOUNDLEGS ARE DESIGNATEDBY A (EDWARDS/TUSCON),
B (TUSCON/ELPASO),C (EL PASO/ABILENE),D (ABILENE!
SHREVEPORT),E (SHREVEPORT/EGLIN),AND F (EGLINIKSC).
THE WESTBOUNDLEGS ARE DESIGNATEDBY A (KSC/EGLIN)....
F (TUSCON/ED_.ARDS).THE FLIGHTDEPARTURETIMES ARE
lO00AND 1300 LOCALTIHE

EASTBOUND

JANUARY

A B C D E F

T1,1 T2,2 T3,3 T4,4 T5,5 T6,6 T7,7
1000 .047 .051 .193 _ .334 .334 .233 1

1300 .043 .054 .151 j .493 .253 .185 1

APRIL
.,........ , ,. , ,

1000 .015 .025 .120 .165 .160 .134 1
1300 .030 .041 .098 .I15 .140 .134 1

JULY
, ,,,L ,,_ _ ..... _ ,,.... _.

1300 .491 .448 .167 .226 .276 .239 1

OCTOBER
, ,., , , ..,,,

1000 .019 .022 .131 .125 .125 .;03 1
1300 .036 .035 .089 .084 .017 ,099 1

WESTBOUND
, : ....... ,,,, , ,,,

" JANUARY
. , .... ; ,.. , , ..,

: A B t C D E F ...
., . H., ..,,

T1ol T2.2 !T3,3 T4.4 T5,5 T6,6 T7.7
i 1000 .631 .702 .724 .645 .456 .243 1

• ! 1300 .610 .G76 .702 .629 .435 .240 ] 1

I ........... APRIL. . , , . , ,. , .,

1000 .491 .542 .607 .530 .358 .157 1
1300 .491 .528 .546 .51g .367 .169 1

,)ULY
, . , , j,. ,, , ,. ,,s_ , , ..,

1000 .220 .238 .150 .297 .064 .014 1
1300 .290 .305 .198 .242 .205 .421 1

OCTOBER

....,l i;3...............1000 .31 .363 .363 .202 .069 1
1300 .3u6 [ ,313 .334 .332 .208 .085 1

15
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Table 4-3. NUMBEROF RUNS OF OCCURRENCESOF FLIGHTDELAYSDUE TO
PERSISTENTHEADWINDS,FOR WESTBOUNDTRIPS IN JANUARY,
APRIL,AND OCTOBER. THE SECTORSARE KSC/SHR(KENNEDY
SPACEFLIGHTCENTER/bHREVEPORT),SHR/ELP(SHREVZPORTI
EL PASO),AND ELP/EDW(EL PASO/EDWARDSAFB). THE DATA
ARE TAKEN FROMTHE DAILYWEATHERPAP(s)SERIES

[ RUNS

N SECTOR 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 II 12
(Years)

January 7 I/2 KSC/SHR 4 4 3 3 2 2 l 2
SHR/ELP 8 3 2 l l l 3 l
ELPIEDW 8 4 3 1

April 8 KSC/SHR 4 2 1 1 l 1
SHR/ELP 6 3 2 2 3 2 2
ELP/EDW II 5 l 2 2

October 9 KSC/SHR 2
SHR/ELP 2 I l
ELP/EDW 3 4 I

The presence of persistence in these data can be investigated by a method

described by Brooks and Carruthers [7, pp. 309-313]. If there is no persistence,

a theoretical distribution of runs of occurrences is computed by successive

evaluations of the quantity Npkq, k = 1, 2, ... n, where N is the number of days

in the sample; p is the independent probability of a constraining headwtnd, and

is obtained as discussed in subsection 4.2.3; q = 1 - p; k is the number of days

•: in the run. Thus the expected number of runs of at least I day, 2 days, ... n

days are found. Taking the difference of adjacent values then gives the expected

number of runs of exactly 1 day, 2 days, ... n-1 days.

, Applying this tec_mique to the January headwind runs, which have a value of

? p = 0.555, the theoretical and empirical frequency distributions are computed and

._ : are presented tn Table 4-4, Just for the KSC/SHRsector.

i
{

i

.--r
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Table 4-4. THEORETICALAND EMPIRICALFREQUENCYDISTRIBUTIONSFOR
THE KSC/SHR(KE.qNEDYSPACEFLIGHTCENTER/SHREVEPORT)
SECTOR IN JANUARY.N = 232 DAYSAND p = 0.555

ca16ulavalue.....k........2 3 4....5 6 8 9 io 11 12
k or more days Npkq 57 32 18 lO 5 3 2 l l

k days A(Npkq) 25 14 8 5 2 I l

Observedvalue

k or more days 21 17 13 lO 7 5 5 3 3 3 2

k (lays 4 4 3 3 2 2 1 2

The higher frequency in the last row of values, compared to the first

row, when k __ 6 indicates that persistence is present in the data. The next

step is to assume that the probability of unfavorable conditions depends on the

previous conditions. Let this probability be designated as P(UtJUt_I); this is

the probability of not reaching the next airport, given that headwind conditions

prevented fllght progress on the previous trial.

Followlng Reference 7, the probability of 2 or more unfavorable 4ays is

given by P2t" Then 3 or more unfavorable days is given by (P2t) P(UtJUt_I), and

or more by (P2t) p2(Ut/Ut_I). Summing, this gives
4

P2t

S = P2t[1 + P(UtlUt_ l) + p2(UtlUt_ I) + ...] = I - P(U2/U 1) (24)

: which can be rewritten, where P2t and S are obtained from the observed values

(Table 4-4), as
)

NP2t 21

1 (UtlU t 1 ) 1 - = 0.764 (25)- " ]q_= (21+ 17 + 13 + ... + 2)

i Again, following Reference 7, a set of theozetlcal frequencies can beI

-" ;| computed using P(Ut/Ut_ I) - 0.764. The frequency of k or more unfavorable+

days is given by N(P2t)Pk-2 (Ut/Ut_l), where NP2t in Table 4-5 is 21. The!

L differences between the values on the top line of Table 4-5 give the expected

nulber of runs of k unfavorable days. These values are compared to the observed

values of runs of k unfavorable days as given in Table 4-4.

! 17)

t

!,
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Table 4-5. THEORETICALAND EMPIRICALFREQUENCYDISTRIBUTIONSFOR
THE SAME SECTORANb I_ONTHAS IN TABLE 4-4, BUT WITH

P(Ut/Ut_]) = 0.764

CalculatedValue 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 In ]l 12

or more days ((21)pk-2(Ut/Ut_l)_ 2l ]6 12 9 7 5 4 3 2 2 l
k

k days .'((2l)pk'2(Ut/Ut_l))!5 4 3 2 2 l l l 0 l

Observedvalue

k days 4 4 3 3 2 0 2 0 0 1

The encouraging outcome of this trial over the KSC/SHR sector led to tile

adoption of the above procedure to compute P(Ut/Ut_ 1) for each of the three

sectors for January, April, and October data. The results are listed In Table 4-6.

Table 4-6. VALUESOF P(Ut/Ut. l) COMPAREDWITHVALUESOF P{U) FOR
THREE WESTBOUNDSECTORSIN JANUARY,APRIL,AND OCTOBER.
THE SECTORSARE AS DESIGNATEDIN TABLE 4-3.

"SECTORIP(U/ul)'P(u)t t--

cJanuary=KSC/SHR= 0.?64 _ 0.5551
SHR/ELP 0.710 0.592
ELPIEDW O.515 O.316

April iKSCISHR O.643 O.435
SHR/ELP 0.733 0.480
ELPIEDW O. 553 0.243

October KSC/SHR ..... 0.246
SHR/ELP 0.428 O.270
ELP/EDW 0.428 O.128

k

{ When the effect of headwind persistence is taken into account by

Eqs. (21-23) and the data in Table 4-6_ a new transition matrix is produced.

This matrix includes the probabilities related to the other constraints (see

Figure 3) and the newly derived headwtnd probabilities, which exceed the old

h_d probabilities tn s_tors where persistence is effective. The resulting

time distribution of days required for a coeaplete trip has been evaluated by the

Hsrkov two-state chain technique. The results are presented in Section ¥.
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4.3.2 Hydromete_r Persistence

The second effect of persistence has been analyzud by scanning th,.

qtlrface charts dur£n_ tile period _'hen two ctlarts per day _'ere _,ublished in the

Daily Weather Map series. Tlle most vo._aon type of weather d_lay phenomenon is

fotmd to be a frontal wave In the Gulf of Hexlco, with slow-moving co]d fronts

also accounting for a number of delay cases. ConsldL-ring just eastvound flights,

which suffer more delays then westbound flights, the muaber of cases attributable

to persistent synoptic-scale phenomena has been categorized according to length

of delay for the entire trip. Thv data do not justify a sector by sector analysis,

as was done for headwinds. Tlm results, which are quite subjective, are

preseuted in Table 4-7.

Table 4-7. SIJ_RY OF THE EFFECTSOF PERSISTENTNEATHERDELAYS
ON EASTBOUNDFLIGHTSIN JANUARY.APRIL,AND OCTOBER.
N IS THE NUMBEROF DAYS INCLUDEDIN THE SURVEY

N TOTAL DELAY NO. CASES NO. CASES/N
(Days) (Days)

January 140 l I12 4 .029
2 1 .007
2 112 1 .O07
3 3 .022
3 112 2 .014

April 104 1 1/2 1 .009
2 1 .009

: 2 1/2 2 .019

} i October 129 1 I12 1 .008
2 1 .008

I 2 1/2 1 .008

The month of January is the only month studied which accrues an appreclable

number of persistent veather Intetruptlons of schedule. The probabillty of

occurrence of an independent delay of t days was defined in subsection 2,3 (Eq.

11). In Table 4-7, the values of Pd are (see rlghthand coltmm) I)2 = .029 + .007 -

.036_ P3 " .007 + .022 = .029_ P6 m .014. Since no transition probabilities are

caIcttlable for thls partlculaz kind of delay, the results are deferred to

subsectlen 5.3.

!
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SectionV

RESULTS

Using thv proc_.dures which hart. been outtin_d in Sections II to IV, a

number of computations have beon carried out for the designated Shuttl_ Orbiter

Ferry Route in compliance with certain en'. ,ronmental constraints. The results

of these computations are presented in tht, following order:

1. Cumulative time distributions of fligiit duration obtained by the
Harkov chain method, omitting persistence effects.

2. Time distributions of flight duration obtained by the Nonte Carlo
proct-ss, omitting persistence effects.

3. Same as 1, with persistence of inflight headwtnds included.

4. Ttm_ diqtributIon of flight duration in January based upon a survey
of meteorological cllarts, Including persistence effects of hydrum_teors.

5. Sensitivity studies of the variation of constraints for inflight head-

winds and ceiling/visibility, using the _larkov chain tectmi_ue without
persistence effects.

b. Sensitivity study of an assumed interdependence among the hydrometeors,
ceiling, and visibility, using the Harkov clmln technique _:lthout

persistence effects.

5.1 MARKOV CHblN CUMBLATIVE TIME DISTRIBUTIONS

The l_arkov chain procedure applied under the designated constraints dis-

cussed in Section IV, and confined to takeoff times of tO00 and 1300 local time

with no persistence effects operating, yields the cumulati,-e time distributions

of fltght duration between Edwards AFB and KSC shown in Figure 4. This outcome

is also the probability of reaching the final terminal on or before a given day.

For example, in Figure 4a the July curve indicates that 87 percent of the flights

in this month should traverse the eastbound route from Edwards AFB to KSC

in 4 days or less. Alternatively, there is an 87-percent probability that a

particular eastbound trip will complete its flight in 4 days or less. The

' principal difference between eastbound and westbound results, as well as the

: difference between the seasons, is accounted for by the headwinds factor. The

greater duration of July flights eastbound, compared to the transition seasons,

is caused by the occurrence of precipitation forms and high summer temperatures

(in the Southwest).

2O
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S.4 ADDiTiONAL INDEPENDENT OL- _'.

TI._. application of Fq, (l ? .- Lhe data of :;ub_vctit,n !,.2 .rod the .ldditlonal

indL.p,.ndent delays, or Pd - va:t:. -. _f subserti_.n ',. L'_, yields a new time distrl-

bu_.i_,n ,,f trip duration for east .--;d flights in .:_muary. The .t;_nu_try probabilities

•_rL. p!,.tted (Figure Sa) tt. sb • e_tong_:tton o! tile tail ,,f t.i_t, dit, ttlbut;_n

,t th,- expense of silorter -_;; -.atlons of 3, £, and 5 ¢tavs. Tile r_.su!ting

.-w.'e.._i;ttlv," tim-_. (_.i:.trii.-, "- alst, plt,tted (Figure 4a) to disch-'se :m increase,

of ;,: ,.', :t- ,lay :. _i-. --¢ r,-ent probability level of trip duration. Tills

incr,';_.- i, ::ttr*.-':_t_i: :e .. the effects of persistently tnclemtmt weather.

Such delays art. =i-_'mat in other midseasonal month_ (Table A-.7) and they are

appreciably le_:s on t_stbound flights ttmn eastbotmd trips. Therefore, they are

not represented addit.tonally in graphe or tables,

5.5 SENSITIVITY STUDIES

A number of computer runs were made to observe the outcome when certain

Shuttle Orbiter Ferry requirements were eliminated or modified. First, the

tnfltght headwinds constraint was studied with the other constraints held at their

nominal values. Second, the ceiling/visibility ronstrair.t was studied _tth tire

other constraints eliminated.

5.5.1 Inflight Hettdwinds

The result_ of a step by step relaxation of the designated headwind con-
-1

straint is related here, the limiting headwind values uf 9 m sec at _000 m and
-1

14 m sec at _nOO m beivg multiplied by factors o£ 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, and 2.00.

Nhen the tour mtdseasonal months are combined, the resulting set of cumulative

; percentage frequency curves show a marked l_rovement as the limitatlou is

relaxed progressively (Figure 8). For example, curve "a" corresponding to the

: designated nominal maximum headwind indicates that 95 p_rcent of all westbound

trips traverse the KSC/Edtrards AFB route in 10 days or less. However, if th_

: headwlnd constraint is relaxed to twice Its designated value, the result (seen xn

curve "e') indicates that 95 percent of all westbound trips traverse the route

in 6 days or less. The concluslon reached by this sensitivity study Is that the

longer durations of tmstbound trips In wlr.ter and transition seasons can be

reduced significantly if greater headwlnd strengths can be tolerated.

22
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The alternative mode. of prcsentatiox: _,f _ldrkc,v ,'!miz_ r_--,ult._ (Figm,. '.,; .-;bows

just the number of day._ requ,ted for 9% p,-.re_.ut ,:o,ableL i,*n oi ilia-hi:,. In lammry,

12 l/_ day,_ are ,o_le:i "or 9._ percent ol the- flig!.t-_ to /Ta_,e! thi:_ r,mte west-

imund m_der the nomiaa _, headwind con_trazat, only ] ,t;J:'._ ,re m,.-ded ill the

latter case if the hcadwind ¢.on._tra;_:_ i r,.lax,-d t., tw_,.L. Lt_e d_-_ignatcd valu,-.

5.S.2 Ceilir, g Visibiht_

;t .-,.eond _.xp_-rf_cht t,.sts the .,,e,_it ivitv _f the nh,s! Jrayocta;_, weather-

rt-late_ _ variahLe._, nam_.lv, the ,-ei: ._g and visit, ility par.tm_ tt.l:., when other

constr, iuts are nil. The de._ignat_..l ;anding and tuke-ff rai:_,.'r_, are I000 ft/3 _i

fCategory '%'_. If th_..-,e limits are rel:_x_d "._, 500 ft/l r4f (th-lt,.gor_ "d'), the

time di_tributi_,n _an be ¢,_mputed as before for com[,ur,_on (!'i_;ure I0). "l'_

other ._,.ts of Iimit._ are ad<k.d for a svn._tivity the. at the 93-p_.tcvt.t level.

Idhen Categories "t:" and "d" are comparvd, L!_* mid_,.a:i_,nal monLhs of .l,ln_u ry,

&p_ll, and October show a gain of about 112 day while July has al_._t m_ gain. A

tlght_.ning of constraints to 2000 ft/5 n_i (Cat,.g,,ry "b') yh-h!s a loess of nearly

one day in January and a loss of about I/2 day in the. other _routlm. A furtht-r

tightening of constraints to 3000 ft/b miles (Category "a") remtlts in an

additional extension of merely 112 day to one day in each month. This test

therefor_ reveals little sensitivity in the ceil ing and visibil itv, in comparison

with the l_eadwind constraint.

5.6 INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG HYDROMETEORS, CEILING, AND VISIBILITY

Although the above results assmae _hat the evt_nt._ (e.g., the meteorological

. record of constraining factors) are independent, but r=ot mutuahy exclusive, this

assumption is not strictly defensible. The degree of correlation between the

various factors is not known. However, some interdependence can be expected

between the hydrometeors and the ceiling/visibility parameter. A very optimistic

assumption would be to state that such events are inclusive in the sense that tim

i greatest probability of occurrence within Categories 1 and 2 (Table 4-1) represents

that pair of Categories. When this substitution is made, the new set of transition

probabilitLes gives a more opti_tstic result which may be regarded as a lo_er

bound on the number of days required for a complete trip in each season. The

t!
,!

i
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outcome for ca._tbound and westbound trips, using the nominal headwind limits

opeciflcd for the problem, is entered in Figure 7. Thus, in January the

optimistic limit for eastbound flights is 4 1/2 days, compared to 5 days for

the nominal case, whereas this limiting value for westbot,nd flights is ii I/2

days, compared to ]2 i/2 days for nominal ceiling and v__slbillty constraints.

Thus, the reduction of trip durarlon attributable to interdependence among

hydrometeors, ceiling, and visibility is rather minimal.

[
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S_tionVI

CONCLUSIONS _"

The Markov chain and Monte Carlo ana]yqe-_ are _ffectiv_- methods to

determine probable flight times for Space Shuttle ferrying operations. Further-

_re, tlle teclmlques u,_-d iu this study ar_ applieabl,_, Lu other routes and other

tr_ nsport conf igerat ion._.

Because of the assumption that mtly one leg can be completed c.ach half-day,

tbe present results indicate tl_t t1._edesignated ._i,uttleOrbiter route and

requir_ents correspond to an absolute minimum period of 3 days. This p_riod

is needed to traverse the six-leg path betw, _=u Edwards AF_ and Kennedy Sluice-

flight (:enter, flying in either direction.

Eastbound flights are found to be free of ground delays caused by the
-i -]

designated headwind constraint of 9 m sec at 3000 m and 14 m see at 4600 m.

However, the other constraints (e.g., ceiling, visibility, and hydrometeors)

: result in a 95-percent probability of completion within 5 days in any season.

Convorsely, there is a 5-percent risk ol _xceeding 5 davs in a flight started

•[" at ra,_dom. Persistently unfavorable weather conditions extend the expected

] delay period an additional day in winter.l

¢

l Westbound flights are affected by the designated headwind constraint in

winter and in transition seasons. Evaluation of the ground delays caused by

i this factor and the other constraints reveal an annual 95-percent completion

level ranging from 5 days in July to 13 days tu January. Inclusion of persistence

' in the headwlnds has little effc_:t except in winter, when the 13-day figure Is

raised to 17 days.

."

Sensitivity tests upon the headwind constraint indicate that relaxation

of this factor significantly reduces the 95-percent probability time. For
.t

example, increasing the limit to I 1/2 times Its designated value reduces the

13-day figure to 9 days. On the other hand, the adjustment of ceillng/vlslbillty
I

£ constraints has little effect upon flight duration.

.t
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• CARLOMETHOD. CIRCLESREPRESENTVALUESFOUNOBY THEMARKOVCHAIN
.. PROCESS.
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Figure 8. ANK:IALCURVESOF CUMULATIVEPROBABILITYFORNUHBEROF DAYS(t) REQUIRED
i TO FLY BETWEENEDMARDSAFBANDKS(;, EASTBOUNDANDWESTBOUND,FORHEDBY

AVERAGINGTHE DATAFORJANDARY,APRIL, JULY, ANDOCTOBER.CURVESa
(HESTBOUND)ANDX (EASED) AREBASEDUPONTHE.DESIGNATEDHEA[_IND
CONSTRAINTSOF 9 m sec-1 AT 3.0 km AND14 m sec-i AT 4.6 kin, THETHO
FLIGHTLEVELSUSEDIN THE _ATIONS. CURVESb, c, d, ANDe (ALL
HESTBOUND)AREBASEDUPONA RELAXATIONOF THEHEADMINDCONSTILeINT,IN
STEPSOF ONE-QUARTER,TO A I_(Ilq_ RELAXATIONOF 2.0014. H REFERSTO
EITHEROF THE DESIGNATEDHEAl]MINDCONSTRAINTS.THE14ARKOVCHAINPROCESS
IS THERELEVANTHETHOD
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Figure 10. 95-PERCENTPROBAB;LITYVALUESFORTHENUMBEROF DAYS(t) REQUIREDTO
FLY EASTBOUNDOR WESTBOUNDTRIPS ;N JANUARY=APRIL, JULY, ANDOCTOBER,

; UNDER FOURCOMBINATIONSOF THE CEILING/VISIBILITYCONSTRAINT.THE
OTHER CONSTRAINTSARE NIL. THE NAP.KO¥CHAIN PROCESSIS THE RELEVANT
METHOD
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